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Agenda 

• What is TripAdvisor? 

•  The problem: Sorting through so many reviews 

• Early research and proposed solutions 

•  Testing and evaluation 

•  The solution: Adding Sentiment 

• Questions?  
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•  50MM unique visitors per month 

•  20MM highly loyal registered members 

•  50MM++ traveler reviews and opinions 

•  25 new contributions per minute every day 

•  520K hotels, 155K attractions, 715K  
restaurants in 93K destinations worldwide 

•  245,000 registered owners 

What is TripAdvisor? 
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UGC Fuels and Rules 
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The Problem 

• With many properties, we have an overwhelming amount of 
content 

– Hundreds to thousands of reviews 
– Hard to find the gestalt of the hotel without reading through all reviews 
– Filters are a part of the solution, but not the whole thing 

Example:  Bellagio Las Vegas 

– 5,056 Reviews, 506 pages! 
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Initially looked at a variety of different approaches… 

• Internal work: 
– Human editing vs. algorithmic solutions 
– Word cloud of terms 
– Recent review titles 
– Recent “helpful” review titles based on voting 
– Style cloud 
– “Interesting Sentences” algorithm 

• Using 3rd party Language Analysis Tools 
– “Concept/fragment” cloud 
– “Strongest emotive” opinions 
– “Facet” identification 
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User tested approaches side-by-side, anonymously… 

•  TripAdvisor employees voted on what they found most helpful/
useful in understanding what the hotel had to offer 
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What did we learn? 

•  Human summaries were rated twice as good as other algorithms  

•  Others were evenly split between 'good/potential' and 'bad/
indifferent‘ 

–  But, no clear “killer’ auto-summarizer (yet) 

•  Next step:   
–  Usability and beta-test human summaries and a concept generator on live site 

to compare to control see if any measures change 

•  Measurements of Hotel_Review to evaluate impact: 
–  Look for changes in:   

– Bounce Rate (BR), Commerce, Click Through Rate (CTR) 
– Hard to specifically measure impact of summarization, no clear metric, combination of 

changes 

–  Customer Satisfaction Score 
– Baseline score, score again after summarization implemented 
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Human Edited Summaries - Bulleted List 

Test:	  	  
• For	  the	  Top	  100	  proper,es,	  a	  human	  
editor	  analyzed	  and	  summarized	  reviews	  
for	  the	  hotel	  and	  created	  5-‐7	  interes,ng	  
summary	  sentences	  
• Editor	  used	  best	  judgment	  to	  capture	  
essence	  of	  review	  by	  using	  representa,ve	  
statements	  
	  
Results:	  	  	  
• 91%	  of	  users	  found	  this	  feature	  helpful	  
• No	  significant	  impact	  on	  commerce	  
• Bounce	  rate	  remained	  neutral 
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Human Edited Summaries - Advantages/Disadvantages 

Test:	  	  
• Using	  summary	  sentences,	  editor	  used	  
best	  judgment	  to	  sort	  into	  Advantages	  and	  
Disadvantages	  for	  staying	  at	  property	  
	  
Results:	  	  	  
• 94%	  of	  users	  found	  this	  feature	  helpful	  
• Posi,ve	  impact	  on	  commerce	  
• Bounce	  rate	  increased	  
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Concept Algorithm 

Test:	  	  
• Present	  2	  word	  concepts	  to	  user	  
• Include	  score/count	  of	  occurrences	  of	  
concepts	  
• Link	  to	  addi,onal	  representa,ve	  
statements	  	  

Results:	  	  	  
• 90%	  of	  users	  found	  this	  feature	  helpful	  
• No	  significant	  impact	  on	  commerce	  
• Bounce	  rate	  neutral	  

• Baseline	  of	  CTR	  for	  concepts	  
• 	  CTR	  good	  for	  first	  pass	  
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What we learned … 

• Advantage / Disadvantages   
– Users like to see content “digested’ for them 

• Phrases better than concepts 
– Can convey “tone” 
– Better context 
– But, occurrence rate of phrases lower 

• Hard to detect tone of concept 

•  Interaction may lead to distraction 
– Propensity to click on concepts may be a user type 

• Usability testing showed us that 2-3 word concepts meet users 
needs 

– Competitive implementations overly complex 
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Chosen solution:  TA Top Concepts Summarization 

Part 1 
• Build a concept generator 

– Summarize English language reviews only 
– All properties with at least 50 reviews updated in last 24 months 
– Use internally developed algorithm to generate 2 to 3 word concepts 
– Displaying 3-10 concepts per property 
– Build tool to manage concepts 

– Generated ~55K concepts 
– ~25K properties will have summarization 
– Roll out to our 6 English language POS 

Part 2 
•  Test of Advantages / Disadvantages to gauge effectiveness of 

sentiment overlay 
– Manually added sentiment to concepts 
– Use Lexalytics Salience to add sentiment 
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TA Top Concepts Summarization – Part 1 

Results:   
• Rolled out 
to .com, .co.uk, .ie, .au, .ca, .in, .sr 
• No significant impact on commerce 
• Bounce rate increased marginally  

• CTR on concepts up to 2X 
baseline 
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Manually add sentiment to concepts – Part 2 

Test: 
• Manually added sentiment to concepts 
for 1K test properties 

• “eyeball” sentiment 
• Sentiment was the same for a concept 
regardless of the property 
• “Other” concepts are neutral 

 
Results:   
• No significant impact on commerce 
• Bounce rate increased marginally 

• CTR 3.25X baseline  
• CTR By Type: 

• Advantages 12% 
• Disadvantages 59% 
• Other 29% 
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Using Lexalytics Salience to add sentiment – Part 2 

Test: 
• Salience used to add sentiment to 
concepts for 1K test properties 
• Concept sentiment varies between 
properties 
 
Results:   
• No significant impact on commerce 
• Bounce rate increased marginally  

• CTR 4X baseline 
• CTR By Type: 

• Advantages 25% 
• Disadvantages 55% 
• Other 20% 
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Current State of Summarization 

• Coverage of summarization increased to ~35K properties 
– All properties with at least 25 reviews updated in last 36 months 
– ~46K concepts  

• Concepts translated into TripAdvisor POS languages 
– 21 POS now have summarization implemented, more to come 

• Advantages/Disadvantages not the right user experience 
– Most concepts not polarized enough to put into these categories 
– Concept sentiment varies in intensity and strength 

•  Future work will look at refining the summarization user 
experience 
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QUESTIONS?   

John Kelley 
Sr. Product Manager 
TripAdvisor 
@kelleyjohnj 


